School Case Study
Morpheus, created at Will Adams Centre

Importantly, the project has already begun to impact upon other areas of
the curriculum, with the young participants displaying increased curiosity
and imagination, improved concentration and focus, while thinking ahead
to their next steps in terms of further study and/or employment.

An original, interactive digital map, co-created by the young people
of Will Adams Centre and acclaimed theatre makers, Dante or Die

“The things that I’ve applied for are mainly with Customer Services.
Because I like this school a lot, I’ve accepted this Customer Services
placement from now until the middle of July. I probably wouldn’t have
taken that if I hadn’t done Morpheus. It has really benefitted me! I’m then
going on to study Leisure and Tourism. When I had the meeting, I was full
of confidence and I was telling her straight what I want to do.
I got accepted straight away!”
Morpheus Young Artist, Will Adams Centre

“This project has changed our lives for the better! If we hadn’t done this, I
think we’d all still be the shy kids we were, not really putting ourselves out
there.” Morpheus Young Artist, Will Adams Centre
Morpheus saw local arts organisation, Ideas Test, curate a term long
programme at Will Adams Centre in Medway, a local alternative provision
school. Teaming up with acclaimed theatre makers Dante or Die, this
project celebrated young people and empowered participants and staff to
go on a creative journey, co-creating a spectacular piece of digital theatre.
Devised through weekly sessions and held completely online, young
artists developed characters and narratives to make up the dream-like
world of Morpheus. The virtual experience they created took audiences on
an online journey through an interactive map complete with visual and
aural soundscapes, spoken word and film.

Morpheus premiered on 25 June, as part of the Gulbenkian Theatre’s
BounceBack Festival – a youth take over event specially curated to
showcase work from Kent based young artists.
You can take part in Morpheus on our Digital Stage.
Morpheus, an Ideas Test Project.
Co-Created with Will Adams Centre and Dante or Die,
commissioned by Theatre31

“It’s hard to describe really. We’ve learnt imagination skills. We’ve learnt
how to be more confident. How to stand up for ourselves. How to put
ourselves out there when we didn’t think we could. Seeing how our stuff
has grown through being planned from beginning to end. Now we can plan
projects a lot easier and perform our work a lot easier with all that we’ve
learned and done through the Morpheus project.”
Morpheus Young Artist, Will Adams Centre
In addition to learning a range of new arts and performance-based skills,
participants suggested they had gained in confidence and self-esteem
through the project. Working alongside Dante or Die, these young people
have become competent users of digital technology, co-producing a high
quality virtual experience to be enjoyed by their friends, families and wider
audiences.
“If I was telling another young person about Morpheus and Theatre31, I’d
tell them it would be a fun thing to do. You can see all of the work that
we’ve done online. All of the effort that we’ve put in it. They will then think
to themselves ‘If they can do it, I can do it as well!’ They would want to do
a project like this too and that will make it more popular. A domino effect!”
Morpheus Young Artist, Will Adams Centre
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Take part in
Morpheus

SCAN ME!
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